Interests in mobile activity forms of persons practicing judo
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Abstract

Background & Study Aim: One of the most important and conscious human activities taken up in order to satisfy needs to play or compete is a sport. It is expressed by, inter alia, exercises and games carried out according to certain rules. For persons who practice specific sports not only competition itself is significant. In martial arts, particularly in judo we can observe profound humanistic concepts and a way of perfecting one's personality by constant studies, which results from training obligations. Taking into consideration the increasing trends of interests in martial arts during the recent years, we decided to diagnose these interests in a group of persons practicing judo. A practical aim was the usage of the research results in planning and organising judo classes. We verified the hypothesis that interests in mobile activity forms of persons practicing judo depend upon their sex and age.

Material & methods: Subjects of our research were persons practicing judo (from juniors to seniors). We diagnosed interests in mobile activity forms of 72 persons (15 women and 57 men). The basic research method was a diagnostic opinion poll and the technique was a survey. For the purpose of determining interests in mobile activity forms we used a standardized survey questionnaire: 'Interests in the scope of physical mobile activity'.

Results: Women were mostly interested in martial arts and aerobic. Men preferred martial arts in the first place. There were other forms that enjoyed popularity such as athletics, tourism as well as other forms of mobile activity.

Conclusions: If physical education classes satisfy the students' interests in mobile activity, it seems that it is highly probable that some positive attitudes towards physical culture and sport shall be formed in students in the course of the process.
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Cognitive activity – is any activity aimed at individuals for better orientation in the surrounding reality.

Interests – the interest is relatively stable observable tendency to explore the world around them taking the form of targeted cognitive activity a specific intensity manifested in relation to surrounding selective phenomena.

Mobile activity – is an expression of a particular attitude towards one's own body, conscious and active concern for their development, fitness and health, the ability to organize and spend time with the greatest benefit of physical and mental health.

**INTRODUCTION**

One of the most significant tasks of a teacher and sport instructor in the process of formation and education is to arouse students’ curiosity and strengthen it thus leading to establishment of certain interests in a student. It is equally important to develop students’ passions, particularly in the process educating to the physical culture, in particularly to the sport. As it is commonly known, passions are a mental property which is characteristic of a positive attitude towards the specific activities that a given individual performs [1].

Contents, scope and maturity of interests depend on a number of general developmental factors. In the psychology of interests, among the factors whose role is emphasised and discussed at the same time, we can distinguish two groups: biogenetic factors and social and cultural factors [1].

Biogenetic factors comprise dependencies of interests upon age, sex and talents. Social and cultural factors include dependencies of interests upon a social environment and programmes and methods of school education [1].

One of the most important and conscious human activities taken up in order to satisfy needs to play or compete is a sport. It is expressed by, *inter alia*, exercises and games carried out according to certain rules. For persons who practice specific sports not only competition itself is significant. In martial arts, particularly in judo we can observe profound humanistic concepts and a way of perfecting one’s personality by constant studies, which results from training obligations [2]. This process of perfection is usually conducted in sport sections on school premises or in sports clubs. It is interesting to notice that there are increasing trends in young persons' interests in martial arts [3]. It would be interesting to learn as well whether the young people practicing martial arts (for example, judo) are interested in martial arts only or perhaps they are also interested in some other forms of mobile activity.

History of judo dates back to the mid-19th century. This new hand-to-hand fighting method made into a sport was given a name in Japanese which is translated as ‘gentle way’ of winning. A sportsman who mastered this fighting method can beat a physically stronger opponent (which often happens in the open category at least). An experienced Judoka is characterised by agility, the ability to use a wide range of technical means of fighting, efficient defensive methods as well as the ability to use force and opponent's inertia against himself [4].

The main objective of martial arts is self-perfection. The way of spiritual development, way of life and auto-creation are more important here than a technique itself, which of course does not mean that the practice itself is not meant to aspire to mastery [5].

It seems that a particular possible internal experience of each sportsman is ‘winning over oneself’. This category of winning is synonymous to 'crossing one's own limits', the philosophy of which seems to be the closest to combat practices [6].

The research on interests in mobile activity forms conducted so far concentrated on secondary school students in Poland [7-21] and abroad [22-28]. None of the researchers was involved in diagnosing interests in mobile activity forms of persons practicing various sports.

Taking into consideration the increasing trends of interests in martial arts during the recent years, we decided to diagnose the persons practicing judo.

A cognitive aim was knowledge about interests in mobile activity forms of persons practicing judo.

A practical aim was the usage of the research results in planning and organising judo classes.

We verified the hypothesis that interests in mobile activity forms of persons practicing judo depend upon their sex and age [7,8,11-13,18,21,22,27]. In order to verify this hypothesis, we decided to answer the following research questions:

1. Which mobile activity forms are the subject of interest of persons practicing judo?
2. Which mobile activity forms are the subject of interest of women and which of men practicing judo?
3. Do interests in mobile activity forms depend upon the sex and age of persons practicing judo?

**MATERIAL AND METHODS**

Subjects of our research were persons practicing judo (from juniors to seniors). We diagnosed interests in mobile activity forms of 72 persons (15 women and 57 men) (Table 1).
Our research was conducted in January 2012 during judo classes in sports clubs AZS AWF Wrocław, Juvenia Wrocław and Gwardia Wrocław.

The basic research method was a diagnostic opinion poll and the technique was a survey. For the purpose of determining interests in mobile activity forms we used a standardized survey questionnaire: 'Interests in the scope of physical mobile activity' [23].

Taking into account the subject matter of our research, we used the results of group 4 (1 subgroup – types of sports) of our opinion poll for the purpose of a statistical analysis.

Before starting our research, we familiarized the subjects with the survey questionnaire. The questionnaire was filled in by choosing sex, age, class and indicating according to the ranking 5 out of 17 favourite mobile activity forms (from the most favourite ones: 1, to the least favourite ones: 5).

By means of a Pearson chi-square test on the level of significance $p < 0.05$ we verified the hypothesis that interests in forms of mobile activity of persons practicing judo do not depend on their sex and age.

### RESULTS

#### Interests in forms of mobile activity of persons practicing judo
The most popular among persons practicing judo were martial arts (64.19%). Further sports indicated by the subjects were athletics (8.64%) and tourism (3.7%). None of the subjects chose body building or dancing.

Sports such as motorsports, canoeing and rowing, cross-country skiing and downhill skiing, rhythmic and artistic gymnastics, dancing and roller-blading (1.23% each) were almost of no interest for the subjects.

With the use of a Pearson chi-square test we verified the hypothesis that interests in forms of mobile activity of persons practicing judo do not depend on their sex and age. As it turned out on the level of significance $p < 0.05$, the sex of the subjects influenced the choice of two forms of mobile activities (martial arts and aerobic). Therefore, a further analysis was carried out with regard to the sex of the subjects.

#### Interests in forms of mobile activity of women practicing judo
The most popular among women practicing judo were martial arts (76.47%). Apart from this, aerobic (11.76%) and athletics (5.88%) were also quite popular. None of the women was interested in motorsports, canoeing and rowing, cross-country skiing and downhill skiing, body building, rhythmic and artistic gymnastics, orienteering, sports games, tourism, sailing and windsurfing, ice-skating and roller-blading (Figure 1).

#### Interests in forms of mobile activity of men practicing judo
The most popular among men practicing judo were martial arts (60.93%). Next, forms such as athletics (9.37%), tourism (4.68%) and other mobile activity forms (4.68%) were chosen. None of the men was interested in body building and aerobic (Figure 1).

#### Interests in mobile activity forms of juniors and younger juniors (15-16 years old)
The most popular among juniors and younger juniors practicing judo were martial arts (68.18%). Also popular were such forms as aerobic (9.09%), artistic gymnastics (4.54%), swimming (4.54%), sports games (4.54%), ice-skating and roller-blading (4.54%) and downhill skiing (4.54%). None of the subjects was interested in canoeing and rowing, cross-country skiing, body building, rhythmic gymnastics, orienteering, aerobic, dancing, tourism, sailing and windsurfing (Figure 2).
Interests in mobile activity forms of male and female juniors (17 - 19 years old)
Male and female juniors were mostly interested in martial arts (65.21%). Quite popular were such forms as tourism and other mobile activity forms (8.69% each), athletics, canoeing and rowing, rhythmic gymnastics, orienteering (4.34% each). None of the subjects was interested in the remaining twelve mobile activity forms (Figure 2).

Interests in mobile activity forms of youths (20 – 22 years old)
Among youths the most popular mobile activity forms were martial arts and athletics 41.66% each). Also popular were such forms as swimming and sports games (8.33% each). None of the subjects was interested in the remaining fourteen mobile activity forms (Figure 2).

Interests in mobile activity forms of male and female seniors (20 years of age and more)
Male and female seniors were mostly interested in martial arts (66.66%). Apart from this, also popular forms were other mobile activity forms (13.33%), motorsports and cross-country skiing (8.66%) and ice-skating and roller-blading, sailing and windsurfing (6.66% each). None of the subjects was interested in the remaining thirteen mobile activity forms (Figure 2).

Summarising, independently of the age of the subjects, the most popular mobile activity form among persons practicing judo is martial arts. None of the subjects was interested in the remaining twelve mobile activity forms (Figure 2).

DISCUSSION
Physical culture and sport are particularly important for human development and protection of our health and psycho-physical ability, which are endangered by the contemporary civilization that drastically eliminates all physical effort from our daily life and favours a sedentary lifestyle (sedentariness). This results in civilization diseases and lowering vitality and quality of life, which can be remedied by movement and sport in their broad meaning [29].

In the years 2007-2010 the Supreme Chamber of Control [30] carried out inspections of student participation in physical education classes in the case of 18 661 students. In the inspected schools it could be observed that along with the subsequent stages of education critical perception of participation in physical education classes is on the increase. In the conducted survey, almost one fifth of final grade primary school students, one fourth of lower secondary school students and one third of secondary school students expressed opinions that these classes were not interesting.

In the years 1985-1986 Strzyżewski and Górna [31] conducted research on students’ opinions about physical education and sport classes in several towns of southern Poland. They examined 3696 male and female students of primary and secondary schools.
The research material was collected on the basis of an anonymous survey containing 36 questions concerned with various aspects of school physical education classes (students’ attitudes towards physical education classes, sport and physical education teachers).

In this way, students’ attitudes towards physical education during the years 1985-1986 were described. The following conclusions can be drawn from these observations:

• young people’s attitudes towards physical education deteriorate along with their age (starting from grade 5 of primary school until their final year at secondary school),

• relatively high percentage of students do not understand the basic meaning of physical exercises and their significance in human life [31].

These findings were further confirmed by the studies carried out in 1999 by Dobosz and Trzcinska [32]. They proved the students’ increasing tendency not to participate in physical education classes due to long term doctor’s excuses (on average 10,6% of girls and 8,4% of boys within each grade had such excuses).

Taking into consideration the result of the inspection by the Supreme Chamber of Control [30] as well as of other researchers [29,32-34], the authors decided to diagnose interests in forms of mobile activity of persons practicing judo.

The studies that we have carried out showed significant differences in interests of persons practicing judo. These differences referred to their sex and age.

Women were mostly interested in martial arts and aerobic. Men preferred martial arts in the first place. Apart from this, athletics, tourism and other mobile activity forms enjoyed some popularity.

It seems that popularity of martial arts among youths practicing judo is influenced by their interests resulting from the fact of practicing this sport.

None of the women was interested in motorsports, canoeing and rowing, cross-country skiing and downhill skiing, body building, rhythmic and artistic gymnastics, orienteering, sports games, dancing, tourism, sailing and windsurfing, ice-skating and roller-blading.

Quite opposite results were obtained by Bartoszewicz and Frömel [27] in 2002 and 2003. The most popular among the girls were such forms as swimming, dancing and sports games, whereas the most popular forms with the boys were sports games, swimming and motorsports.

Similar results were achieved by Frömel, Ludva, Formankova [22]. In their studies carried out in 1995, the girls were mostly interested in sports games, swimming and ice-skating, whereas boys preferred body building, swimming and downhill skiing.
According to Górna [9], gymnastic is highly placed as the third most popular mobile activity form. None of the men was interested in body building and aerobics.

Similar results were achieved by Bartoszewicz and Frömel [27] by indicating that the least popular forms with the girls were body building and cross-country skiing whereas the least preferred forms for the boys were cross-country skiing, rhythmic gymnastics and aerobic.

According to Frömel, Ludva, Formankova [22] the least preferred forms with the girls were motorsports, canoeing and rowing as well as orienteering. The least popular forms with the boys were aerobic and rhythmic and artistic gymnastics.

The existing differences between the results of Bartoszewicz and Frömel [27], Frömel, Ludva, Formankova [22] or Górna [9] and our results may have resulted from the given research environment and the course of conducting research.

According to Rokita [16], who analysed students' interests in forms of mobile activity, the forms of mobile activity that enjoy the greatest popularity ought to be realized in secondary schools as part of school physical education in classes and the best thing to do is to create out-of-class groups of common interests for the students.

**CONCLUSIONS**

If physical education classes satisfy the students' interests in mobile activity, it seems that it is highly probable that some positive attitudes towards physical culture and sport shall be formed in students in the course of the process.

Taking into consideration the actual interests in mobile activity forms of persons practicing a particular sport, we can make a monotonous training process more attractive by satisfying sportmen's needs and expectations.
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